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Business heavily defined by regulatory context
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Important elements undergoing change

Service tarifs (LOA) 

Competencies

Product Listing, Channels
Therapeutic Product Act (TPA, HMG) along 
with medical profession law (MedBG)

- strengthening pharmacies
- competence based distribution (List C, D, E)

Distribution margin

• exclusing recurring price adjustments based on three-year cycle comparison to reference countroes

change/amendments expected

Reference-Pricing (generics)
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measures
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Regulatory aspects with various degrees of complexity

process focus
process compliance

FLHI2) amendment

FOPH1) decision

contract with 
payors

FOPH1) driven

status

in discussion; first draft 
expected fall 2019

proposal made; 
critical reception by 
stakeholders

prolongation proposed; 
negotiation underway

TPA/implementation 
defined – in force1/2020

generics penetration

− calibration margins
− shift to service 

reimbursement

definition of reimburse-
ment for services

Distribution margin

Reference Pricing (generics)

Service tarifs (LOA)

Listing, competencies

1) Federal Office of Public Health
2) Federal Law on Health Insurance
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Amendmend of law can take anything between months and years

proposal review,
evaluation

parliament (NR)

parliament (SR)

implementationadjustments

process, sequence and duration driven by 
political context, stakeholder interests and complexity

referendum?

executive branch

parliament/popular vote

review
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Illustration of process – example Therapeutic Product Act

Normal
Complex

Very 
complex

1-2 160 220

Cancer 
register law

Human 
research 

law
TPA

Proposals/requests to commission

− 20 stakeholder hearings
− 40 commission meetings (>200 hours)
− 15 executive branch reports, various expert opinions
− over two legislative periods
− exhausting all procedural elements to secure agreement

6

Duration and process from proposal to acceptance

12

36

Months

Cancer 
research law

Human 
research law

TPA
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Galenica has been able to drive growth and profitability in a changing 
environment
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anticipate adjust act

Galenica’s “triple A” approach: trying to deal with constant pressure
and change

− understand positions
− develop options
− propose initiatives

representing category 
chains

− provide facts/data
− run scenarios
− coordinate and align

hearing invitations and
informal discussions

− prepare implementation
− contribute solutions

appointment in commission
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Galenica’s “triple A” approach: trying to deal with constant pressure 
and change

anticipate adjust act

using scale and competence

focus on efficiency and effectiveness
prepared

shift/development of new business activities/services

know how – network – experience - understanding
determination and strategic perspective
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Welcome Lorenz Hess ... and thank you for sharing your perspective !

Chairman of the Board, Visana 

Member of Swiss National Council

Member of Federal Commission for Social 
Security and Health
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Disclaimer Galenica
Certain statements, beliefs and opinions in this presentation are forward-looking, which reflect the Company’s or, as appropriate, the Company’s directors’ current 
expectations and projections about future events. By their nature, forward-looking statements involve a number of risks, uncertainties and assumptions that could 
cause actual results or events to differ materially from those expressed or implied by the forward-looking statements. These risks, uncertainties and assumptions 
could adversely affect the outcome and financial effects of the plans and events described herein. A multitude of factors including, but not limited to, changes in 
demand, competition and technology, can cause actual events, performance or results to differ significantly from any anticipated development. Forward-looking 
statements contained in this presentation regarding past trends or activities should not be taken as a representation that such trends or activities will continue in the 
future. As a result, the Company expressly disclaims any obligation or undertaking to release any update or revisions to any forward-looking statements in this 
presentation as a result of any change in expectations or any change in events, conditions, assumptions or circumstances on which these forward-looking statements 
are based. Neither the Company nor its advisers or representatives nor any of its of their parent or subsidiary undertakings or any such person’s officers or 
employees guarantees that the assumptions underlying such forward-looking statements are free from errors nor does either accept any responsibility for the future 
accuracy of the forward-looking statements contained in this presentation or the actual occurrence of the forecasted developments. You should not place undue 
reliance on forward-looking statements, which speak only as of the date of this presentation.
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